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Abstract 

Nowadays Information Technology plays a vital role in every 

aspects of the human life. Now a world, the huge amount of 

stored information has been enormously increasing day by day 

which is generally in the unstructured form and cannot be used 

for any processing to extract useful information. Information 

retrieval is become a important research area in the field of 

computer science. Information retrieval (IR) is generally 

concerned with the searching and retrieving of knowledge-based 

information from large database. In this paper, we represent the 

various models and techniques for information retrieval. In this 

paper we are describing different indexing methods for reducing 

search space and different searching techniques for retrieving a 

information from huge amount of data. Deep learning which is 

capable of processing and learning from the complex input data 

and solving different kinds of complicated tasks well. Finally to 

improve the efficiency we implement the system in Hadoop. In 

addition to that to make services effective to achieve the 

scalability and efficiency with help of map reduce framework in 

an big data environment. 

 

Keywords:- Bigdata, Information Retrieval, Deep learning and 

Hadoop 

 

 I.INTRODUCTION 

Every few years, we come across the next big technological 

idea which radically transforms the businesses function by 

opening up new opportunities. Around 2.5 billion GB of data 

is generated every day, and more than 90 per cent of the data 

obtainable today has been invented in the earlier 3-4 years. 

This has primarily usage of mobile applications and social 

media. It’s estimated that face book alone generates 15 

Terabytes of data daily. For many years, enterprise 

organizations have hoarded growing stores of data. Growth in 

Big Data has led to significant infrastructure requirements to 

support the distributed processing of unstructured data. Big 

Data technology mainly comprises Hadoop architecture that 

has a distributed file system, analytics and data storage 

platforms. Other than Hadoop, there are non-relational 

databases such as NoSQL (NotOnlySQL) databases and MPP 

systems that are scalable, network oriented, semi-structured. 

Face book, Twitter, YouTube and Google are the vital 

examples. Data volume is also growing exponentially due to 

the explosion of machine-generated data (data records, web-

log files, and sensor data) and from growing human 

engagement within the social networks. The growth of data 

will never stop. According to the 2011 IDC Digital Universe 

Study, 130 Exabyte’s of data were created and stored in 2005. 

The amount grew to 1,227 Exabyte’s in 2010 and is projected 

to grow at 45.2% to 7,910 Exabyte’s in 2015, Now a days zeta 

byte of data stored in database.  

 

II.DEEP LEARNING 

Deep learning is an set of an algorithm in machine learning 

that attempt to model high level abstractions in data by using 

model architecture composed of multiple non linear 

transformation. deep learning is a part of broader family of 

machine learning methods based on learning representation of 

data. Eg. Image –represented in many ways i.e. vector of 

pixels. Deep learning is an approach and an attribute to 

learning, where the learner uses higher order cognitive skills 

such as the ability to analyze, synthesize, solve problems 

&thinks meta cognitively in order to construct long term 

understanding. It involves the Critical analysis of new ideas, 

linking them to already known concepts, and principles so that 

this understanding can be used for Problem solving in new, 

unfamiliar contexts. A central idea of deep learning is referred 

to as greedy layer wise unsupervised pre-training, which is to 

learn a hierarchy of features one level at a time. The features 

learning process can be purely unsupervised, which can take 

advantage of massive unlabeled data. The feature learning is 

trying to learn a new transformation of the previously learned 

features at each level, which is able to reconstruct the original 

data. The greedy layer wise unsupervised pre-training is based 
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on training each layer with an unsupervised learning 

algorithm, taking the features produced at the previous level as 

input for the next level.  

 
Fig.1 Deep Learning 

Finally, the set of layers with learned weights could be stacked 

to initialize a deep supervised predictor, such as a neural 

network classifier, or a deep generative model, such as a Deep 

Boltzmann Machine.  

III.BIGDATA 

Big Data refers to datasets whose size are beyond the ability of 

typical database software tools to capture, store, manage and 

analyze. There is no explicit definition of how big a dataset 

should be in order to be considered Big Data. New technology 

has to be in place to manage this Big Data phenomenon. IDC 

defines Big Data technologies as a new generation of 

technologies and architectures designed to extract value 

economically from very large volumes of a wide variety of 

data by enabling high velocity capture, discovery and 

analysis.“Big data is data that exceeds the processing capacity 

of conventional database systems. The data is too big, moves 

too fast, or does not fit the structures of existing database 

architectures. To gain value from these data, there must be an 

alternative way to process it.” 

 

3.1 Characteristic Of Big Data 

Big Data is not just about the size of data but also includes 

data variety and data velocity. Together, these three attributes 

form the three Vs of Big Data. 

 
Fig.2 Characteristics  

✓ Volume: How much data(Size grows from terabyte to 

exabyte to zettabyte) 

✓ Velocity: How fast that data is processed (Batch data, real-

time data, streaming data) 

✓ Variety: The various types of data (Structured, semi-

structured, unstructured) 

✓ Veracity:(Data inconsistency, ambiguities, deception) 

 

 
Fig.3 

Structured Data: (RDBMS[ERP,CRM], Data Warehouse, 

Microsoft Project Plan File) 10% 

Defined as length and format. Examples of structured data 

include numbers, dates, and groups of words and numbers 

called strings (for example, a customer’s name, address, and 

so on).likely SQL Example - Input data, Click-stream data, 

Gaming-related data etc.., 

Semi Structured Data:(XML)10% 

Unstructured Data:(Video, Audio, Text Message, Blogs, 

Weather Pattern, 

LocationCoordinates,WebLogs&Dickstreams,SensorData/M2

m,Email,SocialMedia,Geospatial Data) 80% 

Unstructured data is data that does not follow a specified 

format.  

If 20 percent of the data available to enterprises is structured 

data, the other 80 percent is unstructured.  

Need of BigData: 

 Increase of storage capacities  

 Increase of processing power  

 Availability of data 

 

3.2 BIG DATA TECHNOLOGIES 

Apaches’s Hadoop File System 

Hadoop is an open source software framework to support 

distributed applications. Hadoop is written in the Java, 

operating system is cross platform and speculators are 

APACHE software foundation. Hadoop consists of the 

Hadoop Common package(contains the necessary Java 

Archive (JAR) files and scripts needed to start Hadoop )which 

provides file system and OS level abstractions, a Map Reduce 

engine (either MapReduce or YARN) and the Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS).The Hadoop framework 

transparently provides reliability to applications. Hadoop has 

two major components. They are Hadoop File System (HDFS) 

and Map-Reduce Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)The 

Hadoop File System (HDFS) are highly scalable, distributed, 

and portable which is written in Java for the Hadoop 

framework. The HDFS file system uses the TCP/IP layer for 

communication. Clients use Remote procedure call (RPC) to 

communicate between each other. 
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Fig.4 HDFS Architecture 

HDFS has master/slave architecture. An HDFS cluster 

consists of a single Name Node and number of Data Nodes, 

usually one per node in the cluster. Internally, a file is split 

into one or more blocks and these blocks are stored in a set of 

Data Nodes. The Name Node executes file system operations 

(opening, closing, rename). The Data Nodes are responsible 

for read and write requests from the file system clients. The 

Data Nodes also perform block creation, deletion, and 

replication upon instruction from the Name Node. The Name 

Node and Data Node are typically run a limitations Of 

HDFS(Hadoop Distributed File System)HDFS was designed 

for mostly endurable files and may not be suitable for 

concurrent write-operations. Another imperfection of HDFS is 

that it cannot framed directly by an existing operating system. 

It is inconvenient to executing a job in HDFS file system. To 

address this problem, a File system in User Space (FUSE) 

virtual file system has been developed for Linux / Unix 

systems. GNU/Linux operating system (OS). HDFS stores 

large files (gigabytes to peta bytes) across multiple machines. 

It achieves reliability by replicating the data across multiple 

hosts, and hence does not oblige RAID storage on hosts. 

 

3.3.MAPREDUCE 

Map Reduce framework architecture provides a parallel 

processing to the huge amount of data. With Map Reduce, 

queries are fragmented and distributed across parallel nodes 

and processed (the Map step). The results are then realized and 

dispensed (the Reduce step). An implementation of Map 

Reduce framework was adopted by an Apache open source 

project named Hadoop. Map Reduce can take advantage of 

processing data paralleling. 

 
Fig.5 Map reduce 

 

"Map" step 

The master node divides the input into smaller sub-problems, 

and distributes them to worker nodes. Again a worker node 

may do this leading to a multi-level tree structure. Thus the 

worker node processes the smaller problem, and forwards the 

answer back to its master node. 

"Reduce" step 

The master node collects the answers from all the sub-

problems and syndicates them to form an output. 

Map and Reduce function 

The “Map, Reduce “are both defined with respect to data 

structured in (key, value) pairs. “Map” assemble one set of 

data in one data domain, and returns a list of pairs in a distinct 

domain. The “Reduce” Map Reduce is useful in applications 

like distributed pattern-based searching, function is then 

functional in parallel to each group and delivers a collection of 

values in the same domain. Thus the Map Reduce framework 

transforms the list of values. 

  

Uses of Map reduce 

Map reduce usefull in application like distributed pattern-

based searching document clustering, machine learning and 

statistical machine translation. Besides that, Map Reduce 

model has been revised to numerous computing environments 

like cloud environments and mobile environments. Map 

Reduce’s inputs and outputs are usually stored in a distributed 

file system. The transitory data is usually stored on local disk 

and procured remotely by the reducers. 

 

IV. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

Information retrieval is generally considered as a subfield of 

computer science that deals with the representation, storage, 

and access of information [1]. Information retrieval is 

concerned with the organization and retrieval of information 

from large database collections [2]. Information Retrieval (IR) 

is the process by which a collection of data is represented, 

stored, and searched for the purpose of knowledge discovery 

as a response to a user request (query) [3]. This process 

involves various stages initiate with representing data and 

ending with returning relevant information to the user. 

Intermediate stage includes filtering, searching, matching and 

ranking operations. The main goal of information retrieval 

system (IRS) is to “finding relevant information or a document 

that satisfies user information needs”.  

To achieve this goal, IRSs usually implement following 

processes: 

Step 1: In indexing process the documents are represented in 

summarized content form. In the indexing process (see Fig. 1), 

index was made from document collection. Then, index was 

used to automatically construct co-occurrence thesaurus. 

 
 

Fig.6 Indexing Process 

 

Step 2: In filtering process all the stop words and common 

words are remove. 
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Step 3: Searching is the core process of IRS. There are various 

techniques for retrieving documents that match with users 

need. 

 

 
 

4.1 INDEXING TECHNIQUES 

There are several popular information retrieval indexing 

techniques, including inverted indices and signature files. 

Signature File 

In signature file method each document yields a bit string 

(„signature‟ ) using hashing on its words and superimposed 

coding. The resulting document signatures are stored 

sequentially in a separate file called signature file.  

 

Inversion Indices 

Each document can be represented by a list of keywords 

which describe the contents of the document for retrieval 

purposes. 

 

4.2 SEARCHING TECHNIQUES 

There are various searching algorithms, including linear 

search, binary search, brute force search etc. some general 

searching algorithms are described below: 

1) In linear search algorithm is a method of finding a 

particular element or keyword from list or array that checks 

every element in list, one at a time and in sequence. One of the 

most important drawbacks of linear search is slow searching 

speed in ordered list. This search is also known as sequential 

search. 

2)Brute force algorithm is simple to implement and it will 

always find a solution if it exist. 

3) Binary search algorithm, finds specified position of the 

element by using the key value with in a sorted array. In each 

step, the algorithm compares the search 

key value with the key value of the middle element of the 

array. 

4.3 MEASURE OF IR SYSTEM 

There are three fundamental measures for assessing the quality 

of information retrieval: 

 Precision 

 Recall 

 F-score 

 

 

 

1.Precision 
Precision is the percentage of retrieved documents that are in 

fact relevant to the query. Precision can be defined as: 

Precision= |{Relevant} ∩ {Retrieved}| /  |{Retrieved}| 

2.Recall 

Recall is the percentage of documents that are relevant to the 

query and were in fact retrieved. Recall is defined as: 

Recall = |{Relevant} ∩ {Retrieved}| /  |{Relevant}| 

3.F-score 

F-score is the commonly used trade-off. The information 

retrieval system often needs to trade-off for precision or vice 

versa. F-score is defined as harmonic mean of recall or 

precision as follows: 

F-score = recall x precision / (recall + precision) / 2 

 

Application of IR: 

IR systems manage the huge amount of data or documents. 

General applications of information retrieval system are as 

follows: 

 Digital Library 

 Search Engines 

 Media Search 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

Organizations in every industry are trying to make sense of the 

massive influx of big data, as well as to develop analytic 

platforms that can synthesize traditional structured data with 

semi-structured and unstructured sources of information. 

When properly captured and analyzed, big data can provide 

unique insights into market trends, equipment failures, buying 

patterns, maintenance cycles and many other business issues, 

lowering costs, and enabling more targeted business decisions. 

Information retrieval is a process of searching and retrieving 

the knowledge based information from collection of 

documents. This paper has deals with the basics of the 

information retrieval. In first section we are defining the 

information retrieval system with their basic measurements. 

After this we concerns with traditional IR models and also 

discuss about the different indexing techniques and searching 

techniques. This paper also includes the area of IR 

applications. Finally to improve the efficiency we implement 

the system in Hadoop. In addition to that to make services 

effective to achieve the scalability and efficiency with help of 

map reduce framework in an big data environment. 
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